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General Marking Guidance
•

This mark scheme provides a list of acceptable answers for this paper.
Candidates will receive credit for all correct responses but will be
penalised if they give more than one answer where only one is required
(e.g. putting an additional cross in a set of boxes). If a candidate
produces more written answers than the required number (two instead
of one, three instead of two etc), only the first answers will be
accepted. Free responses are marked for the effective communication
of the correct answer rather than for quality of language but it is
possible that, on some occasions, the quality of English or poor
presentation can impede communication and lose candidate marks. It is
sometimes possible for a candidate to produce a written response that
does not feature in the mark scheme but which is nevertheless correct.
If this were to occur, an examiner would, of course, give full credit to
that answer.

•

All candidates must receive the same treatment. Examiners must mark
the first candidate in exactly the same way as they mark the last.

•

Mark schemes should be applied positively. Candidates must be
rewarded for what they have shown they can do rather than penalised
for omissions.

•

Examiners should mark according to the mark scheme not according to
their perception of where the grade boundaries may lie.

•

There is no ceiling on achievement. All marks on the mark scheme
should be used appropriately.

•

All the marks on the mark scheme are designed to be awarded.
Examiners should always award full marks if deserved, i.e. if the answer
matches the mark scheme. Examiners should also be prepared to award
zero marks if the candidate’s response is not worthy of credit according
to the mark scheme.

•

Where some judgement is required, mark schemes will provide the
principles by which marks will be awarded and exemplification may be
limited.

•

When examiners are in doubt regarding the application of the mark
scheme to a candidate’s response, the team leader must be consulted.

•

Crossed out work should be marked UNLESS the candidate has replaced
it with an alternative response.
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Com: = 2 marks

(a)

Hard work is the key to
success in life.
•

Complete transmission
with accurate language,

LW¡l f¢lnÊj/ C
S£he p¡gmÉl Q¡¢h/L¡¢Wz

such as:

Com = 1 mark
•

Complete transmission
with minor spelling errors

LVl
f¢lnÊj/ C S£he p¡fmÉl
Q¡¢h/L¡¢Wz or similar.
(one or two) such as:

LW¡l
f¢lnÊj/ C S£he p¡gmÉl Q¡¢hL¡¢W

•

What happened to the gold
watch you used to have?
•

Complete transmission
with accurate language,
such as: ®a¡j¡l

®k ®p¡e¡l
O¢sV¡ ¢Rm¡ ®pV¡l L£
qm¡? or similar.
•

Complete transmission
with minor spelling errors,
(one or two) such as:

®a¡j¡l ®k n¤e¡l N¢sV¡
¢Rm¡ ®pV¡l L£ qm¡? or
similar.

Partial transmission/omission of one
word/phrase from the following,

Transmission is totally
out of context/does not
make sense at all such

f¢lnÊj e¡ Llm f¡n
Llh e¡z or similar.

as:

f¢lnÊj or S£he or p¡gmÉl or Q¡¢h/L¡¢W
such as: f¢lnÊj S£he p¡gmÉl Q¡¢hL¡¢W or

or

similar.
•

Complete transmission with major spelling
errors, (three or four) which does not
affect communication such as:

f¢lnÊj

S£ie p¡fmÉl R¡¢hM¡¢Wz or similar.

Com: = 2 marks

(b)

•

Complete transmission without
punctuation mark/s, such as:

or similar.
•

Com = 0

Com = 1
•

Complete transmission without punctuation
mark/s, such as: ®a¡j¡l

®k ®p¡e¡l O¢sV¡

¢Rm¡ ®pV¡l L£ qm¡
•

Partial transmission/omission of

®a¡j¡l
or ®p¡e¡l or O¢sV¡ or ¢Rm¡ or ®pV¡l or
L£ qm¡ such as: ®a¡j¡l ®k O¢sV¡ ¢Rm¡
®pV¡l L£ qm¡? or similar.

one word/phrase from the following,

•

Complete transmission with major spelling
errors, (three or four) which does not affect

aj¡l ®k n¤e¡l
N¢lV¡ ¢Qm¡ ®pV¡l L£ qm¡? or similar.

communication such as:

Com = 0
• Transmission is: totally
out of context/does not
make sense at all such
as: O¢s
similar.

R¡s¡ ¢L Qm?

or

Com: = 2 marks

(c)

Even if you do apologise
now, he won't be very
happy.
• Complete transmission
with accurate language,
such as

Com = 1 mark
•

punctuation mark/s, such as: a¤¢j

HMe
rj¡ Q¡CmJ ®p/¢a¢e M¤h / HLV¡ M¤¢n
qh/e e¡

•

a¤¢j HMe rj¡ Q¡CmJ
®p/¢a¢e M¤h / HLV¡ M¤¢n
qh/e e¡ / a¡l/ay¡l l¡N
Ljh e¡z or similar.
•

Complete transmission
with minor spelling errors
(one or two) such as:

•

®c¢Mu¢Rm¡j ®pi¡hC
®a¡j¡l HV¡ Ll¡ E¢Qv
¢Rm¡z or similar.
•

Complete transmission
with minor spelling errors,
(one or two) such as:

®kh¡h ®c¢Mu¢Rm¡j
®pi¡hC ®a¡j¡l HV¡ Ls¡
E¢Qv ¢Rm¡z or similar.

Complete transmission with major spelling
errors, (three or four) which does not
affect communication such as:

Com = 1
•

Complete transmission without

®ki¡h
®c¢Mu¢Rm¡j ®pi¡hC ®a¡j¡l HV¡ Ll¡
E¢Qv ¢Rm¡

punctuation mark/s, such as:

Complete transmission
with accurate language,
such as: ®ki¡h

Partial transmission/omission of one
word/phrase from the following,

a¤¢j HLe Mj¡ R¡CmJ ®p L¤h M¤¢n qh
e¡z or similar.

Com: = 2 marks

•

a¤¢j a¡l L¡R rj¡
®QJ e¡z or similar.

as:

similar.

or similar.

You should have done it as I
showed you.

• Transmission is: totally
out of context/does not
make sense at all such

a¤¢j or HMe or rj¡ Q¡CmJ or ®p/¢a¢e or
M¤h or M¤¢n qh/e e¡ such as: a¤¢j rj¡
Q¡CmJ ®p/¢a¢e M¤h or M¤¢n qh/e e¡ or

a¤¢j HLe Mj¡ Q¡CmJ ®p
M¤h / HLV¡ M¤¢n qh e¡z

(d)

Complete transmission without

Com = 0

•

Partial transmission /omission of one
word/phrase from the following,

®ki¡h or ®c¢Mu¢Rm¡j or ®pi¡hC or
®a¡j¡l or HV¡ or Ll¡ E¢Qv or ¢Rm¡ such
as: ®ki¡h ®c¢Mu¢Rm¡j ®pi¡h Ll¡ E¢Qv
¢Rm¡z or similar.
•

Complete transmission with major spelling
errors, (three or four) which does not
affect communication such as:

®kh¡h ®c¢Mu¢Qm¡j ®ph¡h ®a¡j¡l HV¡
Ls¡ E¢Qv ¢Rm¡z or similar.

Com = 0
• Transmission is: totally
out of context/does not
make sense at all such
as: ®cM-

E¢Qvz

®cM L¡S Ll¡

or similar.

Com: = 2 marks

(e)

She looked through the
window and said, “What a
lovely morning!"
•

Complete transmission
with accurate language,

®p / ®ju¢V
S¡e¡m¡ ¢cu a¡¢Lu
hmm¡, ""L£ p¤¾cl
pL¡m!'' or similar.

such as:

•

Complete transmission
with minor spelling errors,
(one or two) such as:

®ju¢V k¡e¡m¡ ¢cu a¡¢Lu
hmm¡, ""L£ n¤¤¾cl
pL¡m!'' or similar.

Com = 1

•

Complete transmission without
punctuation mark/s, such as: ®ju¢V

S¡e¡m¡ ¢cu a¡¢Lu hmm¡ L£ p¤¤¾cl
pL¡m or similar.
•

Partial transmission/omission of one
word/phrase from the following,

®ju¢V or S¡e¡m¡ ¢cu or a¡¢Lu or hmm¡
or L£ p¤¾cl or pL¡m such as: ®ju¢V
a¡¢Lu hmm¡, ""L£ p¤¾cl pL¡m!'' or
similar.
•

Complete transmission with major spelling
errors, (three or four) which does not
affect communication such as: ®jH¢V

k¡e¡m¡ ¢cu a¡¢Lu hmm¡, ""L£ n¤¤¾cl
pM¡m!'' or similar.

Com = 0
• Transmission is: totally
out of context/does not
make sense at all such
as: ®ju¢V
similar.

L£ p¤¾cl!

or

Marking Grid for Q1 4BEO-01 January 2014
There are 5 sentences in Q1
Communication Mark: (for each single sentence)
2 marks:
• Full relevant communication in Bengali with miner spelling errors (1 or 2
spellings)
1 mark:
• Partial/half relevant communication in Bengali and or 3/4 spelling errors
0 mark:
No relevant communication
The Quality of Language grid is applied GLOBALLY to all five sentences

Quality of
language
5

Explanations
High level of accuracy with only minor
errors

Possible marks based on the total
Communication marks

Com = 10/9

5

Com = 8/7

4

4

Level of accuracy generally secure but
incidents of error increases in more
complex language.

3

Accuracy variable with some basic
errors.

Com = 6/5

3

2

High incidence of error impedes
communication at times. Inconsistent.

Com = 4

2

1

Frequent error with only isolated
examples of accurate language.

Com = 3/2

1

0

No language worthy of credit.

Com = 1/0

0

Question 2 and Question 3: Translation
Transmission
13-15

Excellent transmission skills with clear grasp of detail. Excellent transfer
of inference, nuance and idiom. Pleasant to read.

10-12

A generally very competent rendering of the original text with grasp of
most detail, nuance and idiom. Some passages, usually more complex,
misinterpreted. Some successful attempts at rephrasing. The style is
generally pleasing.

7-9

The main points, usually narrative and concrete, are conveyed successfully
for the most part, although problems are encountered with more complex
language. Inference, nuance and idiom transmitted successfully on
occasions. Some passages misunderstood and attempts at rephrasing only
partially successful. The style is not always coherent.

4-6

Only the more straightforward concrete points are transmitted
successfully. Very little or no awareness of nuance and/or idiom.
Several sections totally misunderstood. The style is incoherent with
communication impaired at times.

1-3

Only the very basic points are transmitted successfully with some very
straightforward sections totally misunderstood. The style is often
incomprehensible. Communication is frequently impaired.

0

No language worthy of credit.

Quality of Language
9-10

A very high level of accuracy with only minor errors. Confident use of a
wide range of lexis and structures appropriate to the task. Excellent grasp
of tense use. Very pleasant to read overall, although not necessarily
faultless.

7-8

A high level of accuracy overall with however occasional basic errors,
usually in more complex language. Uses a wide range of lexis and
structures appropriate to the task with occasional lapses. Grasp of tense/
concept/time sequence generally secure although occasional lapses are
evident. Pleasant to read for the most part.

5-6

Largely accurate when using simple, short phrases: incidence of error
increases in more complex language. Lexis and structures appropriate to
the task tend to be adequate with several items unknown. Problems at
times with tense use.
Some use of given adjectives and/or adverbial phrases with some degree
of success. About half of what is written should be free of major errors.
Not always easy to read.

3-4

Some inaccuracies in basic grammar although narrative sections, usually
short and straightforward, are in general correct. Lexis and structures
appropriate to the task restricted with some often quite basic items
unknown. At times some fairly basic problems with tense concept/time
sequence. Use of given adjectives, and/or adverbial phrases occasionally
evident, though these are likely to be only partially successful. Often
quite difficult to follow.

1-2

A very high incidence of basic error in all aspects of grammar, syntax and
morphology. Basic lexis and structures appropriate to the task unknown.
No awareness of tense concept/time sequence. Large sections totally
misunderstood. Communication impaired. Very little of credit.

0

No language worthy of credit.

Question 2
Bengali translation

S¡¢qc nqll h¡¢Z¢SÉL Hm¡L¡l HL A¢gp L¡S Llz h¡¢s ®gl¡l fb ®p HLV¡ h¡p
EWm¡z qW¡v a¡l je fsm¡ h¡¢sa l¡al M¡h¡ll SeÉ ¢LR¥C ®eCz ®p i¡hm¡, k¡Ju¡l
fb L¡R¡L¡¢R h¡S¡l ®bL ¢LR¥ j¡R Abh¡ ph¢S ¢eu ®NmC qhz h¡pV¡ a¡L ec£l L¡R
f¤m e¡¢ju ¢cm¡z ec£l d¡l ¢cu fÊ¡u cn ¢j¢eV qy¡V¡l fl ®p h¡S¡l ®fy±R¥m¡z aarZ fÊ¡u
påÉ¡ qu HpRz
qlL lLj j¡R ®cM¡l pju ®p mrÉ Llm¡ c§l HL L¡Z HLSe hªÜ ®m¡L ¢LR¥ C¢mn j¡R
¢h¢œ² LlRz C¢mn j¡Rl c¡j S¡¢qcl p¡jbÑÉl h¡Cl je Ll ®p fÊbj C¢mn j¡Rl fÊ¢a
BNÊq e¡ ®c¢Mu ph¢Sl ®c¡L¡el ¢cL ANÊpl qm¡z qW¡v ®R¡V ®juV¡l ®Qq¡l¡ a¡l je
®ip EWm¡z C¢mn j¡R ®fm ®juV¡ Bl ¢LR¥C Q¡u e¡z p¤al¡w c¡j k¡C ®q¡L e¡ ®Le
S¡¢qc a¡l ja hcm Ll j¡RC ®Le¡ p¡hÉÙ¹ Llm¡z ®juV¡l q¡¢p j¡M¡ ®Qq¡l¡V¡ ®a¡ ®p
A¿¹a ®cMa f¡h! A¢hmð ®p hªÜ ®m¡L¢Vl L¡R ¢Nu HLV¡ a¡S¡ C¢mn j¡R ¢Lem¡z i¡S¡
C¢mnl p‰ ®Ma i¡m¡ m¡Nh hm ®p HLV¡ g¤mL¢f Bl LuLV¡ Bm¤J ¢Lem¡z
S¡¢qc kMe l¡Ù¹¡u Bh¡l ¢gl ®Nm¡ aMe påÉ¡l jS¡c¡l M¡h¡ll Bn¡u a¡L M¤¢n
®cM¡¢µRm¡z ¢L¿º a¡l p¡jel SepÊ¡a ®cM ®p iu ®fm¡z ®jul M¡Ju¡l BN h¡¢sa
®fy±R¥a f¡lh ¢L e¡ ®ih ®p E¢àNÀ qm¡z AeL Lø ¢is ®Wm ®k h¡pV¡ h¡pøf ®bL ®Rs
k¡¢µRm¡ ®pC h¡p m¡g ¢cu ®p EW fsm¡z

Question 3
English translation
Shibly was admitted in Dhaka Govt College after the completion of his school life.
While he was a 1st year student in the college, alongside his studies, he started
writing in a variety of magazines; stories, poems, film critique and so on. Those were
published in different magazines.
Two years of Shibly’s life went by this way. He passed his higher secondary
examination with distinction. Until then, he had not decided that he would study on
the theatre performances' course. He had a desire to study Economics in the Dhaka
University. However his desire was not fulfilled as he could not do well in the
admission test. He then had a chance to get admission in the theatre performances'
course. Shibly realised after the few initial lessons that the diverse theatre topics
were attracting him strongly.
Afterwards, he truly got into the theatre plays; he started translating the plays.
Starting from Shakespeare's play, he also translated certain famous plays from the
world of literature. He then started writing the scripts of the plays on his own.
Alongside, Shibly also had the first lesson (sacrament) to direct theatre plays.
Anyway, he succeeded to pass his graduation and post graduate degrees and achieved
1st class at both stages.
From then, this young dramatist/script writer devoted whole-heartedly in directing
stage plays. He had many plans, lots of dreams about plays. On a television interview
recently, he stated boldly, "I want the publicity and expansion of the Bangladeshi
theatre performances to be widely spread throughout the world. Courses on
performing arts need to be started at least in the public universities if not in all
universities. We not only should use our own ingredients; we also need to borrow
ingredients from countries all over the world. Our plays should be unique and
dedicated to the new generation.

Question 4 – Writing (Total: 35 marks)
This question attracts marks for Communication and content and Quality of
Language. Please see the following grids:
Communication and content

17-20

Responds fully and appropriately to the stimulus with excellent and relevant
expansion. Gives detailed descriptions, expresses and justifies opinions as
appropriate to the task. The time sequence is clear and unambiguous.
A coherent piece of writing which is pleasant to read.

13-16

Responds to nearly all of the task although there may be some omissions.
Some relevant expansion at times. Provides evidence of description,
narration and opinion as appropriate to the task. Time sequence generally
sound with occasional lapses. A generally well structured piece of writing. A
sound attempt overall to link the piece into a coherent whole with, however,
some lapses.
May be a little pedestrian and predictable or somewhat over-ambitious at
times.

9-12

Majority of task completed with, however, some significant omissions. There
may be some irrelevance. Goes beyond a minimal response with some
expansion of ideas and straightforward opinion relevant to the task. Time
sequences show a degree of ambiguity at times. Comprehensible overall with
some attempt to link the piece into a coherent whole. Ambiguous in places
especially in more ambitious language. Tends to be somewhat predictable.

5-8

Main points of the task understood but some points totally misunderstood.
Some major omissions with a degree of irrelevance and/or repetition. Level
of response fairly limited with little opinion and justification appropriate to
the task. Functions predominantly in simple, concrete sentences for the most
part. Some evidence of correct time sequences but mostly inconsistent and
insecure. Just about comprehensible overall with, however, a marked degree
of ambiguity. Not easy to read.

1-4

Task generally misunderstood with little relevant information conveyed.
Much ambiguity, confusion and omission. Level of response minimal with only
a few relevant phrases. Communication largely impaired. Time sequences
rarely correct. Largely incomprehensible with the exception of isolated
items. Very difficult to read.

0

No language worthy of credit.

Quality of Language

13-15

Predominantly accurate: free of all but minor errors in grammar, syntax and
morphology. Uses a wide range of vocabulary, idiom and structure
appropriate to the task with very little or no repetition. Excellent use of
tense concept/time referents. Excellent examples of subordination and
appropriate use of more complex structures. Clear ability to manipulate
language with a high degree of accuracy to suit the purpose. Very pleasant
to read, though not necessarily faultless.

10-12

Generally accurate and secure in grammar, syntax and morphology with
some lapses. Accuracy less secure when more complex language is
attempted. Uses a good range of vocabulary, idiom and structure, which are
for the most part appropriate to the task. Attempts at more ambitious
structures not always successful. Generally a secure grasp of tense
concept/time referents. Manipulates language to suit the task at hand with,
however, some errors. A wide range of vocabulary, idiom and structure may
compensate for a lower level of accuracy. Generally easy to read despite the
errors.

7-9

Fairly accurate in simple language however tends to be inconsistent in
application of grammar, syntax and morphology when attempting more
complex language. Range of vocabulary, idiom and structure standard and
somewhat predictable. Some inconsistency in use of tense concept/time
referents. Some attempts at subordination and sentence linking which are
only partially successful. Attempts enhancement of fact with adjectives
and/or adverbial phrases with moderate success. About half of what is
written should be free of major errors. Despite inaccuracies the basic
message is conveyed.

4-6

Accuracy is inconsistent with frequent basic errors in grammar, syntax and
morphology. Simple, short sentences are sometimes correct but very little
beyond. Range of vocabulary and structure very limited. Use of tense
concept/time referents limited and often inappropriate. Limited success in
attempts at enhancement of fact with adjectives, and/or adverbial phrases.
Not easy to read.

1-3

A high level of inaccuracy with very frequent and basic errors in grammar,
syntax and morphology. There may be the occasional correct phrase. No
awareness of tense concept/time referents. Vocabulary very basic with little
or no evidence of correct use of basic structures. Communication is severely
impaired overall. Extremely difficult to read.

0

No language worthy of credit.
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